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Holzfforma g660 assembly

Top positive reviewsAll positive reviews› David W4.0 out of 5 stars1 year after still running in the United States on August 28, 2019**update 1 year of moderate use ** sawn 15-20. 35+ inch logs, at 4 feet about 14-16 cord wood? idk.also borrowed from a neighbor and he ran it one day or 2 sawing up some huge maples. I bought this saw for $350 originally, I
want to buy it again, not pay 459.. but maybe just the power head . It's a shit shoot really. Since then I've read other reviews and the best I can say is if you just need an occasional big saw whose hand it would deny hiring a bigger saw.this saw is frustrating, but once you get fuel added... still running great, spinning a 36 inch .063 chain is not a problem. pull
cable does not pull back all the way back at times,(hangs down about 1 inch) saw does not start when hot decompression button is pressed. between the larger cuts, the tensioner must be tightened. every time. I think I need a new side plate. I'll take it to the store and check it out. saw loses primary between cuts as well. when it is turned off. it doesn't seem
to leak fuel, so I spose it into siphons back into the tank. I have since bought a mid size brand saw, and use it for only bigger logs now. (over 28) I was changing it to 3 stars, from 4. It still runs 3 bottles of 1 gal oil mix with 2.5 gal of fuel. I don't really do it 25-to-1. more than 40-1? Idk. math blah.original review.it was the pain to combine this, cut out handle did
not fit had to bend to make it work. The hardware chineese pot metal, screwheads strip out easily, the tools come from the trash, the chain tensioning screw in it. it is a pain that the bar tensioner properly, air filter does not close well. I'm afraid the bar is nuts and snobs in pot metal as well, I haven't had a problem with them yet tho. you saw it leak out though
oil if you didn't use it. In typical stihl fashion so its definitely a clone.all that aside. For 349 bucks it's a hefty saw, runs big, it started all the way up to 3 pulls a lot of power, similar to stihl, I run both 661 and 395xp at work. it's a hair under stihl with engine speed and power definitely. but 349 bucks ... yes initial prospect of being good overall. if you know
troubleshooting and run a picky saw, you won't have a problem with this. I upgraded a season or two because I've now sawed up about 3 cords of wood, Douglas pine, maple and oak. chain is decent, even the brand new holzfforma chains are not cut, as well as the echo chain or husky not. (in my opinion.) still it's a decent base to start with and replace parts
with real stihl parts if necessary. I think this saw will make it a year or two for sure. and it's making less money, you have a name brand saw sure.stihl bars fit and it seems that chain is less than my 661 magnum. Actually, I haven't thrown a chain yet. So it'good.as from the gas mixture, the mixture, says tun 25-1. I put 2 gallons of gas in a 2.5 gallon mixits
smoky, running big, lots of blue smoke tho. i habent checked spark plug yet but i will go through the saw in the spring and update next spring for sure.so off I am happy overall.it has its quirks, but you just have to deal with that kind of stuff sometimes. I didn't see the sticker in the pictures. You think the Chinese spent years, plus how much does the
government's test cost? There was a time when that meant quail. After the war, people were mad at them, and we bombed the shit out of them, so I shit. I agree with you, but I would add that I remember when Made in Japan meant to rubbish if the nails bent light were called Jap nails, sunshine cars, or even the first Honda cars pretty much considered
garbage. Now day Japanese products are considered high quality. True, China is a way to go that is considered high quality, but the products are improving. chainsaw kits and packing lists not at all. I was wondering if the Stihl passed EPA and they are a direct copy, they can transfer it? I don't know, I was just curious. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk
Nice, that something is there to pick up the yokes when you find out the old P51 Pioneer was made of Studerbakerium. Lol, for not taking responsibility for poor assembly, rushing, hard-headed, folklore was the service manual for the kit buyer who builds his own saw the same parts, if not it's carefully seen who it takes a year, it will replace the parts and do the
work, and it will take a long time, of course with him swinging a helicopter is not good all he saw seems strange to me that the assembled set saws seem to be close to the issues that stocks. Does i wonder if they use better grade parts or different vendors for the assembled ones? It would be nice if someone took one apart, how did it get around tge issues,
or if the parts just got better and better? chainsaw kits and packing lists All this talk about sustainable renewable fuel, I think an old Lombard with a bad oiling membrane over cutting wood over a few other brainfart ideas. Yes there is cell service here and most island cities, and landlines, internet hughes net satellite, and APT electricity. Alaska has no price
gouging laws, so prices in remote areas can really hurt your wallet! True here can be a real pita and enough spending to get things delivered here, no one wants to ship AK, only the lower 48! But huztl ships here! They're changing the law that helps them in the ship. I'm going to get him. This is going to hurt us, damn it! When is this going to happen? our
employees Some kind of rotating blow. I just had to throw it out, here's a close look at the saw. I have it over a week and do not want to launch video out when those 200t videos were rolling out. You can see the pores on his skin, it's so close, there's no cut. Could it be dust spraying? I'm not the paint type. if it doesn't say it somewhere then we'll mention the
trigger here. Maybe the trigger's okay, we'll have to run it and see. The chain sharpening kit came in the box and I doubt it's in there. I don't remember if I'm going to show you or not, so I'm going to warn you if I show you. I was told in one of the YouTube videos on the g660 that they were built by huztl from another company, not farmertec. True or not, I don't
know. One thing that kinda makes me think that the g365 saw it sells is a 48mm cylinder unlike the 50mm that the set saw is coming in. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk I keep talking about this other company building them and it was driving me crazy. I went and found Kimball's video and he said a third party was bringing them together. Farmertec is a
manufacturer and customer. They do/buy things, box them up, ship them all over the world. Huztl is their Amazon. The rest of the stuff was shipped. They needed assemblers to put the stuff together. They are also Arbortec.net behind the HL website and eBay. The main business is not twisting twisting screws (wink) Dude it's a building where workers
assemble the saw parts Farmertec provides whole saws. Some small contractors have some skilled workers and bring them into the building on days when a saw needs to be built. That's all there is to it. It's not a big blue company. I think Farmertec has a lot of buildings. I'm just so amd by how much you've turned around. I think it's the stupid little phones
and our action packed lives, lol Do you ever notice the 070 combine, it's the same deal. You wouldn't want the guys packing up those supplies and building saws... right lol how to fight assumptions in bedford way? Make your own and insinuating everyone is paranoid. Brilliant! Do you really think Farmertec is that interested in gathering? A guy with a hammer,
a press and a T27 in town. The price is a way to be low, it is much more even more labor and material costs. The only Chinese clone i'd be interested in is the 070/090 clone since they're very hard to find parts. As for the 660, I find low hours used saws everywhere and refreshes them with OEM rings, etc... less than $600 in total and a reliable/known quantity
seen. The Chinese hobby saw has to be much less to get my attention. I have time to tinker, but not waste money. However, I enjoy reading about others who have the coin and patience that more than comes to the find a $800 dog of a 660 used here. Never cheaper the only Chinese clone seeing would be interested in the 070/090 clone, as they're very hard
to find parts. As for the 660, I find low hours used saws everywhere and refreshes them with OEM rings, etc... less than $600 in total and a reliable/known quantity seen. The Chinese hobby saw has to be much less to get my attention. I have time to tinker, but not waste money. However, I do enjoy reading about others who have the coin and patience that
more than comes with the challenges. chainsaw kits and packing lists have never seen a 660 in my area. Everything I see here is a 50cc and 60cc fire saw. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk We all know Stihl factories in China. What if Stihl makes these blue saws for huztl? You keep mentioning this other company that's building them, and it drove me
crazy. I went and found Kimball's video and he said a third party was bringing them together. Farmertec is a manufacturer and customer. They do/buy things, box them up, ship them all over the world. Huztl is their Amazon. The rest of the stuff was shipped. They needed assemblers to put the stuff together. They are also Arbortec.net behind the HL website
and eBay. The main business is not twisting twisting screws (wink) Dude it's a building where workers assemble the saw parts Farmertec provides whole saws. Some small contractors have some skilled workers and bring them into the building on days when a saw needs to be built. That's all there is to it. It's not a big blue company. I think Farmertec has a lot
of buildings. I'm just so amd by how much you've turned around. I think it's the stupid little phones and our action packed lives, lol Do you ever notice the 070 combine, it's the same deal. You wouldn't want the guys packing up those supplies and building saws... right lol Sent my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk They don't come up often, but to say they never do,
they're dogs, and the cost of $800+ is too ridiculous. This afleetcommand guy has a couple or more serious runners. I fell asleep on the couch with his videos on the hutzl stuff... Knowledge of osmosis. If! I bought a champion generator last year. He's been on it for about 20 hours. Nothing. But it runs like a top! So far. My first Chinese biker thing. Oops! I have
a Chinese perkins in one of my tractors. One from the good Chinese factory. Not the one who cheated on me and screwed up a bunch of bikes, and who finally lost the Perkins deal, but now he's making shitty clones, I guess. Anyway.. A lot of the stuff we buy is made up of Chinese parts. There are many/most of the largest manufacturers in the world with
factories in China. Finally, they build a At a good price. Obviously. It's just a matter of time and progress. But there's a lot more to professional care than simply being a good one seeing that there's one coming, then a real logger, not a firewood cutter, we'll see what happens. I bought it a month ago, runs and cuts no Stihl no sense of the word, but I did not
expect it to be. I have 440 KIT, it exploded after 1 tank of gas broke the crank. You get what you pay for my contribution theme! I bought a 070 knockoff and it slow throttle response. by-passed Gov. John Kasich raised rpm; s the 9500 is still slow as the steam down a pile of crap in a 0* morning Well, I got them on sale now for $246 delivered. That was cheap
enough to convince me to pull the trigger. This afleetcommand guy has a couple or more serious runners. I fell asleep on the couch with his videos on the hutzl stuff... Knowledge of osmosis. If! I bought a champion generator last year. He's been on it for about 20 hours. Nothing. But it runs like a top! So far. My first Chinese biker thing. Oops! I have a Chinese
perkins in one of my tractors. One from the good Chinese factory. Not the one who cheated on me and screwed up a bunch of bikes, and who finally lost the Perkins deal, but now he's making shitty clones, I guess. Anyway.. A lot of the stuff we buy is made up of Chinese parts. There are many/most of the largest manufacturers in the world with factories in
China. Eventually, they're going to build a damn good chainsaw. At a good price. Obviously. It's just a matter of time and progress. But there is a lot more to being a supplier of professional than simply being a good saw I ordered one after watching the video. It's my own catering. I haven't tried the kit yet. I was tempted a while back, but the high shipping costs
scared me off. I agree with all the big companies at a factory in China. I just did a cleanup/carb/lines one 1996 Husky 45 this morning, and even then the carbs are a Zama. He said he has a 660 kit saw. I have also repaired many stihls of Hyway pistons. I did a 39/29 using Hyway cyl and Cross pop-ups this summer with a firewood cutter. I put a few gallons on
it ripping big ash rounds. I'm totally happy with it. The only thing I don't like is an OEM 25 though that tips the ground. It is so close to balanced that the bare bar sits level until you add the chain. I'm going to fall a few inches. Update! Ordered and paid for 7 days, no boat yet! Page 3 I had a couple of orders during the members sale and during the Black Friday
sales and delivery was always delayed at these times as normal times. I have a component order a week ago not yet shipped, but one was done a few days after I received a ship notification. I think they're very busy. I have noticed recently that the ship notification system is more functional and reliable in the last Months. I know these saws haven't been here
that long, but did you really spend serious hours on a Chinese saw like this? I don't mean i'm cutting a few bundles of fiery wood, but some rods and chains are wearing out. The recommended oil mix of 25-1 seems unusual when most makes use of 50-1. It makes me suspect worse substances. The kits have been around for a couple of years, these same
parts are just different colors. So yes, if it's properly assembled, and some parts are switched to saws cut wood all day, so yes. Now the 25:1 wouldn't make the internal product run anymore. Worldwide countries don't care what the EPA has to say, and that's why Stih and othersl run them 50:1 I used to run them 25:1 here before the oil got better.
Aftermarket can be fine,most cars use aftermarket. So it's more than that. A meteor cylinder is close to a stihl cylinder, the FarmerTec cylinders are not close to the meteor. So it all depends. Many of us use them, but improve them with the help of critical parts of Stihl and Meteor. If you are not interested in learning and willing to take responsibility to buy Stihl.
If you want to learn and build a great seeing you can. These blues might throw them away unless you want to take them apart and replace them. I wonder if they're being offered blue parts. The Stihl and orange FarmerTec components will work on them because it's a 660. I don't know how long they're going to last. The kits I built last until the Stihl, because
wAs responsible I know that these saws are not around that long, but does anyone really put some serious hours on one of these Chinese saws? I don't mean i'm cutting a few bundles of fiery wood, but some rods and chains are wearing out. The recommended oil mix of 25-1 seems unusual when most makes use of 50-1. It makes me suspect worse
substances. chainsaw kits and packing lists I know these saws aren't around that long, but does anyone really put some serious hours into one of these Chinese saws? I don't mean i'm cutting a few bundles of fiery wood, but some rods and chains are wearing out. The recommended oil mix of 25-1 seems unusual when most makes use of 50-1. It makes me
suspect worse substances. I run every 32:1 using Lucas Semi Synthetic AM parts saws. I just want extra lube. All these years, he drove Stihls and used Stihl oil at 50:1, but he didn't seem so careful with the AM saws. Finally, I'll switch to Stihl oil and see what 50:1 does. If you want a comprehensive view of how these saws hold up, check out Walt's Hill Top
Sawshop videos. Search through them and see where he's sent out some 660 builds for use by loggers to see if he'll keep running under extreme duress. He's been making videos of the '660s for at least four years. My thoughts the quality and reliability of a particular set of saws depends on the care and pickiness during builds. I have 4 Huztl builds now, a
couple of 361s that I'm testing and comparing a lot of porting steps and carburetor modifications to how they perform, an MS250 that I do almost daily limbing cleanup and slash stack management, and an MS660 that I'm still assembling. I can't say I have enough time for any of these to draw conclusions about long-term wear. In terms of value, it doesn't
seem to matter as you've gotten plenty of value out of the also you've been running, both for cutting and for the enjoyment of building them. They already serve the purpose well and run as well as the OEM thing. At first, I was skeptical that these saws were ethical. If I look at the ethos, as I know, patent laws protect intellectual property for 17 years, like
sawplans. They are then included in the plans. No different from generic drugs we all enjoy or chevy auto parts that came from China. I'm a little surprised to be now selling some of these saws in full units instead of a box of parts. And as cheap as a box of parts. In my personal take, there is no way to separate themselves from any other cheap Chinese saw.
There's no liability protection, except thousands of miles of ocean between them and us. There's no real guarantee behind them. You should see how frustrating it can be if you try to get them to send the 39¢ parts they left out of their kits. They respond, but they pull their feet often enough to be useful if they just go out and get them. I think the U.S. isn't the
biggest part of the market. The third world is huge with cheap saws with great designs behind them. I wonder how long it will continue without a real support structure. The only place that consistently worries me about longevity things like chain voltage adjusters is that although they claim to replace the OEM, the dimensions of the cases and adjusting
components are quite different that they don't cross. The adjuster cannot be used in oem stihl saws or use the Stens or hyway quality AM or oem adjuster in the Huztl saw. This is one of the components on which we depend on Huztl in the long term. I'll probably make some extras just to make sure. For the money, I think it's a good deal. I wouldn't trade my
Stihls for them. Rick I run every 32:1 using Lucas Semi Synthetic AM parts saws. I just want extra lube. All these years, he drove Stihls and used Stihl oil at 50:1, but he didn't seem so careful with the AM saws. Finally, I'll switch to Stihl oil and see what 50:1 does. If you want a comprehensive view of how these saws hold up, check out Walt's Hill Top
Sawshop videos. Search through them, where he sent out some 660 builds for use loggers to see if they're constantly running under extreme compulsion. He's been making videos of the '660s for at least four years. According to my thoughts, the quality and reliability of a particular set of saws depends on the care and pickiness during builds. I have 4 Huztl
builds now, a couple of 361s that I'm testing and comparing a lot of porting steps and carburetor modifications to how they perform, an MS250 that I do almost daily limbing cleanup and slash stack management, and an MS660 that I'm still assembling. I can't say I have enough time for any of these to draw conclusions about long-term wear. In terms of value,
it doesn't seem to matter as you've gotten plenty of value out of the also you've been running, both for cutting and for the enjoyment of building them. They already serve the purpose well and run as well as the OEM thing. At first, I was skeptical that these saws were ethical. If I look at the ethos, as I know, patent laws protect intellectual property for 17 years,
like sawplans. They are then included in the plans. No different from generic drugs we all enjoy or chevy auto parts that came from China. I'm a little surprised to be now selling some of these saws in full units instead of a box of parts. And as cheap as a box of parts. In my personal take, there is no way to separate themselves from any other cheap Chinese
saw. There's no liability protection, except thousands of miles of ocean between them and us. There's no real guarantee behind them. You should see how frustrating it can be if you try to get them to send the 39¢ parts they left out of their kits. They respond, but they pull their feet often enough to be useful if they just go out and get them. I think the U.S. isn't
the biggest part of the market. The third world is huge with cheap saws with great designs behind them. I wonder how long it will continue without a real support structure. The only place that consistently worries me about longevity things like chain voltage adjusters is that although they claim to replace the OEM, the dimensions of the cases and adjusting
components are quite different that they don't cross. The adjuster cannot be used in oem stihl saws or use the Stens or hyway quality AM or oem adjuster in the Huztl saw. This is one of the components on which we depend on Huztl in the long term. I'll probably make some extras just to make sure. For the money, I think it's a good deal. I wouldn't trade my
Stihls for them. Rick, I sold the first sets, and it's been a few years. He actually bought the parts separately and put them together. Inventory cases have been improved. In the first case, the kits had an error that was resolved by using a few tiny tubes to align the adjuster. People assumed it was wrong and a lot of gears. Gear. Crappy. They've changed a lot.
In fact, having recorded the cases being re-done for a short period of time until they kept the original case mold, but fixed after not too long. Running full synthetic for the best insurance doesn't matter to your brand. In fact using av100 fuel gives you an edge because you have a bit of lead in it. Not an option for 2cycle with a catalytic exhaust drum I got the
first kit sold and it's been a couple of years. He actually bought the parts separately and put them together. Inventory cases have been improved. In the first case, the kits had an error that was resolved by using a few tiny tubes to align the adjuster. People thought it was a bad adjuster, and a lot of gears, we suck. They've changed a lot. In fact, having
recorded the cases being re-done for a short period of time until they kept the original case mold, but fixed after not too long. Running full synthetic for the best insurance doesn't matter to your brand. In fact using av100 fuel gives you an edge because you have a bit of lead in it. Not an option for 2cycle with a catalytic exhaust My case was the same. He took
the adjuster. I needed a new one and use the pipe. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk Every time I think of the guy Dav that came out of the fix always impressed me with the point of view of understanding was the role of cases that was causing us problems. It really me off when Walt took credit or maybe didn't give him credit while he was doing one of the
videos, long enough for me to forget the details, just other things like he was who ever thought about wrapping twine around the multipoint to pull in this little thing, which can be very useful. My case was the same. He took the adjuster. I needed a new one and use the pipe. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk chainsaw kits and packing lists my case was
the same. He took the adjuster. I needed a new one and use the pipe. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk I'm less concerned about the metal quality than I am about that case and gear dimensions differ enough you can't use anyone else's adjuster. And yes, the metal is not that good, so they wear out. But even worse, the post of ring gear sits farther away
from the adjusting rod than OEM cases. So the Huztl seter does not work in an OEM case, and vice versa. You need to buy and use the Huztl adjusters. I dearly like to use the Hyway brand or oem adjuster. I'm not worried about little things like an adjuster you know gerry rig. I'm more concerned about the bearings and seals they're going to make me make
the thing spread out, rebuild within months anyway. But the price is almost the same as a one Kit. So I wonder if anyone was wearing issues with the full saws. Something came to mind. What OEM parts do not fit in the adjuster? Stihl doesn't offer inventory. There are 5 separate parts #'s that make up the oem system. One part of the gears and wealth. It's
made up of the rest of the system. So you're saying you bought all five of them, and that doesn't work? Or are you using some Stihl and some FarmerTec parts and find that combination does not work? chainsaw kits and packing lists Every time I think of the guy Dav that came to the fix I was always fascinated by the stand point of understanding was the role
of the cases that caused us the problems. It really me off when Walt took credit or maybe didn't give him credit while he was doing one of the videos, long enough for me to forget the details, just other things like he was who ever thought about wrapping twine around the multipoint to pull in this little thing, which can be very useful. chainsaw kits and packing
lists seen in the tube fixed in Walt's video. I don't remember him giving anyone credit for it. I thought it was his idea. Thank you for clearing it up. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk I had or saw zero issues with the seals, a few times people found debris on their bearings. Do you plan to test them if you get one? Chances of seals/bearings not being thin,
you can do things that may be a question because there is no option to improve are as follows: 1. Is any defect in carbs causing a lean state on the way? 2. Circlip tail causing cylinder/piston faliure 3. Cylinder/ plug/ absence / main bearing overheating 4. Snail gear does not work harmful bar chain 5. Decomp comes apart and causing bugs Not to mention
that it needs to be restored to all pop 6. Leaking oil hose 7. Fuel hose pulls out the fuel that causes leans after a 1/2 tank I'm not too worried about small things like a adjuster that you can gerry rig. I'm more concerned about the bearings and seals they're going to make me take the thing apart and rebuild within months anyway. But the price is almost the
same as a parts set. So I wonder if anyone was wearing issues with the full saws. chainsaw kits and packing lists When I get the 200t as I want in a few weeks time, I go over the g660. I'd like to run it a bit. I'm going to take the top off, and we can look at this and other aspects. I'll test it, I'll find it so it's easier to pull than any previous kit, every brand cylinder,
and I think I've used 4 brands. For anyone that can build a kit they sure can fix this one if it snaps. chainsaw kits and lists Something came to mind. What OEM parts do not fit in the adjuster? Stihl doesn't offer inventory. There are 5 separate parts #'s that make up the oem system. One part of the gears and wealth. It's made up of the rest of the system. So
you're saying you bought all five of them, and that doesn't work? Or are you using some Stihl and some FarmerTec parts and find that combination does not work? chainsaw kits and packing lists have at hand a Stens and a HyWay kit. I have a couple of OEM parts as well as a couple of OEM saws to make comparisons. So far for me anyway, the Huztl
adjusters for the 361s and 660 kits have (the same Huztl part) the large adjusting gear is significantly larger than the other manufacturer's product. The OEM, Sten and HyWay are 14.60 mm and 14.85 mm in diameter. The huztl 15.9 mm. The entry in the huztl case on which it sits, in both crates 361 and 660, is a millimeter away from the adjustment screw
than in an OEM case. I haven't figured anything out yet, you just have to use huztl adjusters. I'm swapping an OEM tensioning chute, the part of the pin that sticks out of the bar. See if this helps in the long run. Rick had or saw zero issues with the seals, a few times people found debris in their bearings. Do you plan to test them if you get one? Chances of
seals/bearings not being thin, you can do things that may be a question because there is no option to improve are as follows: 1. Is any defect in carbs causing a lean state on the way? 2. Circlip tail causing cylinder/piston faliure 3. Cylinder/ plug/ absence / main bearing overheating 4. Snail gear does not work harmful bar chain 5. Decomp comes apart and
causing bugs Not to mention that it needs to be restored to all pop 6. Leaking oil hose 7. Fuel hose pulls out the fuel that causes leans after 1/2 tank chainsaw kits and packing lists Dunno what it means to test them. I just really test stuff traders know that the UK sends come to me to test since I deal with some items. For me, it's more about whether it's worth
it to give it a try without grenades enough to destroy yourself and your total loss. I think he answered that question. It's not even worth the price, is it? Unless it's a deaf man. I don't need a little dit. I'm looking at a used 660. Which, of course, is also a gamble... Page 4 I don't know what you're thinking about testing them. I just really test stuff traders know that
the UK sends come to me to test since I deal with some items. For me, it's more about whether it's worth it to give it a try without grenades enough to destroy yourself and your total loss. I think he answered that question. Even It's not worth it for a price, is it? Unless it's a deaf man. I I need a little dis. I'm looking at a used 660. Which, of course, is also a
gamble... Pressure-coma test. I doubt it's gernade. So build one for you and take the surprise out of it. I have about $650 in my 660 sets. I think these blues are going to last a while, they're good. For a little effort, you can make a set for last year. Here you couldn't find the used 660 for less than $800 if you could find one. bet if you tried all the Stihl
components the assembly should work. The 361 uses another part. The hy way. And nothing is better than Farmertec with this system. The metal gears could be better steel, they are of different sizes though. Thanks to the operation of the adjuster, the components must be the same size as the Stihl. Excatly, to fit the case it's pretty obvious many people are
missing the point of stock saws. They're just like you. I literally found what I think is the perfect firewood for seeing the set of MS361. And there was an explosion the way I wanted it to. I'm pretty much sure that I can run one I've done all the extra time for many, many years. I changed some parts. I found the clutch missing. I absolutely hated the boot, had a
hard time getting it to seal and replaced it immediately with a HyWay one, which was a $14 killer. I've plugmed the decomposition hole. And my MM is the first thing big difference. He installed a 440-carb and a large hole set with only minor cleaning porting. The only thing I'm still working on is the damn filter. You don't close it well enough to keep the trash
away from the cylinder. I just added some fat, but I'm looking for options. Kit saws are perfect for those who love fooling with their saws so they are better. If someone in this state of mind will be very pleased. Personally, he couldn't pay me $100 for a Chinese assembled Chinese kit saw. But that's who I am. Rick Pretty obvious a lot of people miss the point
of set saws... It's not a set. We're talking about a saw. The OP has already stated that it seems to be happening differently. If it's a handmade, hand-mounted saw, it's probably very different from a generic set they sell. What is important to know is that me and many others are interested in this thing that the full saw performs VS in one of the kits. How much
work you need to have a decent saws, etc., etc. So the questions. After all, if the seals and bearings suck, then why bother buying the saw VS with a kit ... It's not a set. We're talking about a saw. The OP has already stated that it seems to be happening differently. If this is a handmade, hand-mounted saw, very different from a general set they sell. What is
important to know is that me and many others are interested in this thing that the full saw performs VS in one of the kits. Stocks. a lot of work will be required to make a decent saws, etc., etc. So the issues. After all, if the seals and bearings suck, then why bother buying the saw VS with a kit ... I'll bite... in no way have trained technicians to actually fit the
parts they are doing and produce a saw that quality is enough to be professional able. Their components comply with THE OK standard if they are equipped with very conscious care and care. Pro capable saw requires more than one OK technician and OK, in most cases, parts. For example, one of the kits I work on is the crankshaft to the diameter of the
PTO side, where the oil pump gear rides a teeny, tiny bit oversize. The copper line oil pump gears (3 different brands) are super tight and hanging over it enough to turn the chain into some idle. And if you're idle for a long time, it'll melt the equipment. Big deal for a saw saw? No, Pita? Yes. ** If it gets through QA an assembled saw a great deal of pain in a. **
I apologize for letting my mind wander through the kits when the target talks about the assembled brothers. The parts I've seen may be better and more consistent with the assembled saws – someone's going to have to take apart a couple of them to determine that.. And I find it hard to believe that techs would be qualified enough to perform a high
percentage reliable saw, especially after seeing the parts in their kits for a while. Good luck getting warranty support from the other side of the world. I'm the operation, what did I say? It's not a set. We're talking about a saw. The OP has already stated that it seems to be happening differently. If it's a handmade, hand-mounted saw, it's probably very different
from a generic set they sell. What is important to know is that me and many others are interested in this thing that the full saw performs VS in one of the kits. How much work you need to have a decent saws, etc., etc. So the questions. After all, if the seals and bearings suck, then why bother buying the saw VS with a kit ... chainsaw kits and packing lists the
post is unusual. I read the rest and each one is handmade/hand-equipped. Non-assembly of machines in China, America or Germany. What is the general inventory? How the hell do we know it's miles away, they're just starting to make them. What you and everyone else need to know is that the entire saws are made from the same part from which the kits
are made. Except for the color. This will tell everyone what to expect. Damn, I can't believe how confused people get. A small thing like color is different and they lose their mind quit using reason. With the 12-year-old credit card, Dad will do, could use the video, the and build a great saw. Some men and women have never done that and built one. They know
what it takes, which parts are important. Then why would he wipe a blue saw saw? Knowledge? No, it's not like that. Then why all this debate? Pre-construction, kits, your choice, but the same thing that is important for a durable saw. We're talking about a saw. The OP has already stated that it seems to be happening differently. If it's a handmade, hand-
mounted saw, it's probably very different from a generic set they sell. What is important to know is that me and many others are interested in this thing that the full saw performs VS in one of the kits. How much work you need to have a decent saws, etc., etc. So the questions. After all, if the seals and bearings suck, then why bother buying the saw VS with a
kit ... chainsaw kits and packing lists haven't pulled one completely apart yet, have they? How can you tell me what's in it? You didn't see them put together either? How can you tell me how it's made? You have to make assumptions. I've decided not to. I admit I was confused. He simply asked if the finished saws had been doing if there were other forms of
kits and what information people had about them and somehow no one could answer without losing the ****. It's so weird, especially since it seems to be normal for videos... Wow, sometimes the Internet just punishes curiosity. Thank God I don't live here. One thing's for sure - you usually get what you pay for. IMHO, these assembled saws are worth what
they're asking for. What do you want for $250? The kits meet the requirements of a fun project, again, what do you want for $200? Then why all this debate? Wouldn't a saw put together by the Chinese less likely to have so many problems? because when you run into something that doesn't fit properly they'll attend to it in China. Instead of taking to go back
and forth with them is a question! Wouldn't a saw put together by the Chinese less likely to have so many problems? because when you run into something that doesn't fit properly they'll attend to it in China. Instead of taking to go back and forth with them is a question! Or don't give a chit and push out the door the OP has already stated that it seems to be
differently. If this is a handmade, hand-mounted saw, it is probably very different from the general set they sell. This was about me, op. I didn't say it any other way. I asked what the generic set meant. Did you hurt your feelings? You shouldn't have. You could answer my questions, you haven't completely separated one yet, have you? How can you tell me
what's in it? You didn't see them put together either? How can you tell me how it's made? You have to make assumptions. I've decided not to. I admit I was confused. I simply asked if the completed saws had been doing if there were other forms of supplies and what information people had and somehow no one can answer without losing the ****. It's so
weird, especially since it seems to be normal for videos... Wow, sometimes the Internet just punishes curiosity. Thank God I don't live here. chainsaw kits and packing lists these saws are ok for people that don't care and use them occasionally. I have to trust him with my saw. I can buy a Stihl and trust him. I can learn to build it, pay attention to detail, and
end up with someone you trust. I've worked hard to show people how to build something they can trust. You go up to a big tree and you start falling, and your saw hatches, oops, I've made people who can build on that and be safe. Would you trust an aftermarket company to do that? I get to see lots of incorrectly packed boxes and cylinders that need to
work to have full confidence in them. You're not going to get into a spot cutting firewood blue, maybe uncomfortable. Again saws drop trees as well. So people that cared enough to learn to build it makes me a little crazy if they can't tell the difference between a blue saw and a properly built kit. They understand the difference, they can. Wouldn't a saw put
together by the Chinese less likely to have so many problems? because when you run into something that doesn't fit properly they'll attend to it in China. Instead of taking to go back and forth with them is a question! chainsaw kits and packing lists I bet if you tried all the Stihl parts for the assembly you need to work. The 361 uses another part. The hy way.
And nothing is better than Farmertec with this system. The metal gears could be better steel, they are of different sizes though. Thanks to the operation of the adjuster, the components must be the same size as the Stihl. Excatly to fit the case Ok, here are the findings of Stihl adjusting out of my MS440 OEM saw. First, the Stihl ring gear is a kind of medium
size between Stren and Huztl. If the Stihl adjustment components are installed in a huztl 660 case, the ring gear does not fully turn on the screw shaft gear. In my measurements, the center of the Huztl ring gear after 12 mm from the center of the screw shaft of each model of Huztls should be measured (660 and 361). The 440 Stihl column is 11 mm in the
center. The Stihl seter does not work in a Huztl case. The Huztl adjuster is too tight in a Stihl case. I tried, I knew it wasn't good. So I have actual dimensions. I have a Stihl 660 I can check later, but the components are the same as the 440. To re-express my opinion. Only one Huztl adjuster fits in your Huztl case, which I can see. I used to max the size I could
under the gears. He doesn't have enough warwheel teeth. Has anyone run one of the build 070s? It's such a simple saw. Saw. run well as long as the cylinder wall holds up. Has anyone run one of the build 070s? It's such a simple saw. I'm sure they'll have to run well until the cylinder wall is stuck. I have one, too. They slow the trigger response. used it on a
30 plus redoak and I did not time it but I did have son in law running my 372 next to me and the 372 would cut through 2 cuts to 070's one. There's no reason to pull it out anymore. I don't use saws for nostalgia! Page 5 I have both. 070 isn't like a 660 throttle response. Designed for milling or felling in the rainforest. The saw was made for cutting. You can
disconnect the governor. No better saw for milling, and especially at this price. The weight limits that you use for most people. It is designed to use .404 or 1/2 chain. 1/2 is really great. He was about to pull it out, although it's the tree I hear a lot. Every time you feel that bad expectation. I feel like they think it's supposed to be a speed demon because that's
horsepower. I just had trouble if my carb adjustment was bad because it changed out Hope to help me with what to expect. We don't have to change a lot of things. Or is someone running one of the built-in 070s? It's such a simple saw. I'm sure they'll have to run well until the cylinder wall is stuck. chainsaw kits and packing lists it was a lot of work. Thanks.
I'll check it out if I get time and why the kit works. It seems like the huztl and Stihl are close when measured ok, here are the findings of the Stihl adjuster out of my MS440 OEM saw. First, the Stihl ring gear is a kind of medium size between Stren and Huztl. If the Stihl adjustment components are installed in a huztl 660 case, the ring gear does not fully turn on
the screw shaft gear. In my measurements, the center of the Huztl ring gear after 12 mm from the center of the screw shaft of each model of Huztls should be measured (660 and 361). The 440 Stihl column is 11 mm in the center. The Stihl seter does not work in a Huztl case. The Huztl adjuster is too tight in a Stihl case. I tried, I knew it wasn't good. So I
have actual dimensions. I have a Stihl 660 I can check later, but the components are the same as the 440. To re-express my opinion. Only one Huztl adjuster fits in your Huztl case, which I can see. I used to max the size I could get around under the gears. Viewing accessory 687409 It is not enough to work together between gears. View attachment 687414
chainsaw kits and packing lists My Holzform has arrived! 3 pull and ran . idled perfect Got mine yesterday. It took him just over two weeks to arrive. The packaging was minimal and appeared to be heavy, but despite the worn box there seems to be no damage saw. So far, it's a damn impressive looking saw for $246. It comes with an assembled power head
and handle and the dogs are independent. I'll put it together tonight and swipe the 28 bar off my MS460. Maybe I can cut with it tomorrow. An interesting thing that they include with it is an approximately 1 qt fuel bottle attached to an oil blend cylinder. So fill both sides of that marked lines cap them, then let the oil side drain the gas side. Actually, he's pretty
smart. I'm sure it's already happened, but this is the first time I've come across this. The attached manual appears to be an exact copy of the Stihl instruction manual with a different cover. It's got the G660 logo on it. The early one was also marked G666 and I kind of hoping to get one of these. The 666 saws had the label changed. They didn't want to scare
us. I think this is the first time in their history that boxes have been opened to fix a problem. Ask them to send you a label. I bet they got mine yesterday. It took him just over two weeks to arrive. The packaging was minimal and appeared to have been a difficult journey, but despite the worn box, there appears to be no damage to the saw. So far, it's a damn



impressive looking saw for $246. It comes with an assembled power head and handle and the dogs are independent. I'll put it together tonight and swipe the 28 bar off my MS460. Maybe I can cut with it tomorrow. An interesting thing that they include with it is an approximately 1 qt fuel bottle attached to an oil blend cylinder. So fill both sides of that marked
lines cap them, then let the oil side drain the gas side. Actually, he's pretty smart. I'm sure it's already happened, but this is the first time I've come across this. The attached manual appears to be an exact copy of the Stihl instruction manual with a different cover. It's got the G660 logo on it. The early one was also marked G666 and I kind of hoping to get one
of these. chainsaw kits and packing lists I'm happy with my 660 and 360 kits, oiling seems easy both compared to the 041 of a Detroit injector with an oiler. I ordered a 250 blue one to see what they were for, they're still waiting. I really like the 360. The price of inventory and delivery was about the same as a blue, free shipping. Actually, it's cheaper. the
above component number is incorrect. screw 1122 351 0901 for 660 is correct. If you need to replace springs the real Stihl or a clone. It takes about 10 minutes, and so it can be done. Put a 32 bar on it today and ran about 1/4 tank on it. It's rainy here and there weren't many trees that needed cutting. Overall, the saw ran nicely. Very little oil flows though.
The Oiler has aligned the max flow, you will see how it works. Placed side by side in my 066, you could see the quality difference. The handle on the 066 for example is beefier, made of aluminum, and has a thicker rubber/plastic grip on it. The dogs are bigger on 066 and with a number of other details as well, the 066 looks like the right saw for most of each
case. It certainly ran nice though. Hopefully, I'll still feel that way a year from now. Assuming it stands up, I can't think of a better deal with a new saw this size. Put a 32 bar on it today and ran about 1/4 tank on it. It's rainy here and there weren't many trees that needed cutting. Overall, the saw ran nicely. Very little oil flows though. The Oiler has aligned the
max flow and you will see how it works. Putting it side by side with my 066, you could see the quality difference. The handle on the 066 for example is beefier, made of aluminum, and has a thicker rubber/plastic grip on it. The dogs are bigger on 066 and with a number of other details as well, the 066 looks like the right saw for most of each case. It certainly
ran nice though. Hopefully, I'll still feel that way a year from now. Assuming it stands up, I can't think of a better deal with a new saw this size. The handle is thus weak, the casing is the same. The items you point out can be updated not much. Oil is important. Article 6(2) shall be replaced by the following: I retreat to my lake/forest retreat and watched the
G660 with a bar of 28 and 20. My little Poulan 14 finally sucks at me and I'm looking to upgrade na to a bigger saw. Poulan was used for small trees and limbs. I have 12-18 oak and cedar trees in my back 40 that I want to cut into firewood. There are a couple of 20-24 fallen trees that I want to be cute up to as well. I'm on a budget, so the Stihl is out of the
picture, as probably Husky. Watching videos on the G660 looks amazing. If I get the assembled G660 and bars, what other parts should I get before I start cutting. yes, I know it weighs over 20 pounds. I am 5.5 and weigh about 150, but I am retired from army and used to heving around heavy equipment. Among other suggestions is 660? Thanks Ok. I retreat
to my lake/forest retreat and watched the G660 with a bar of 28 and 20. My little Poulan 14 finally sucks at me and I'm looking to upgrade na to a bigger saw. Poulan was used for small trees and limbs. I have 12-18 oak and cedar trees in my back 40 that I want to cut into firewood. There are a couple of 20-24 fallen trees that I want to be cute up to as well.
I'm budgeting a Stihl out of the picture, as probably Husky. Watching videos on the G660 looks amazing. If I get the assembly of the G660 and the rods, what other parts should I get before I start cutting. Yes, I know it weighs 20 pounds. I am 5.5 and weigh about 150, but I am retired from army and used heavy around heavy equipment. Among other
suggestions is 660? Thanks It would do fine. If you run into a problem you can use the build videos I made to help you fix it. It's going to be hard to find someone to work on it. I'd like to change the rope rotor. I have the 388 and it ran, cut good. It doesn't turn off and for the holidays I haven't messed with it. Probably something simple. The 20 bar is a 660 92cc
i always thought it was waste. Not so with the 388 it is if you have a 72cc engine for a longer bar that would work well. I would choose according to bar size or just what you want to buy. If you can wait I'll check out the 388 and if you need anything I'll tell you. It's raining like crazy here. A few days might be drier O Th That would be nice. If you run into a
problem you can use the build videos I made to help you fix it. It's going to be hard to find someone to work on it. I'd like to change the rope rotor. I have the 388 and it ran, cut good. It doesn't turn off and for the holidays I haven't messed with it. Probably something simple. The 20 bar is a 660 92cc i always thought it was waste. Not so with the 388 it is if you
have a 72cc engine for a longer bar that would work well. I would choose according to bar size or just what you want to buy. If you can wait I'll check out the 388 and if you need anything I'll tell you. It's raining like crazy here. A few days maybe drier O thanks for the reply. The main concern is that I need a saw that's great, or I can do something smaller. I
won't be shopping for a few weeks. Oh, by the way I should have said 25 and 28 though. I don't know why you want a 20-inch slice on a saw this big. The 28 bar and .404 chain make better use of the power of that 92cc engine. At a 20 bar I'd be looking at a 50-70cc saw, depending on whether you want it light or strong. A 90cc saw and 20 bar won't cut
much faster, but it can be kickback harder. I don't know why you want a 20-inch slice on a saw this big. The 28 bar and .404 chain make better use of the power of that 92cc engine. At a 20 bar I'd be looking at a 50-70cc saw, depending on whether you want it light or strong. A 90cc saw and 20 bar won't cut much faster, but it can be kickback harder. As I
wrote earlier, it was a typo. 25 and 28Ok. I retreat to my lake/forest retreat and watched the G660 with a bar of 28 and 20. My little Poulan 14 finally sucks at me and I'm looking to upgrade na to a bigger saw. Poulan was used for small trees and limbs. I have 12-18 oak and cedar trees in my back 40 that I want to cut Firewood. There are a couple of 20-24
fallen trees that I want to be cute up to as well. I'm on a budget, so the Stihl is out of the picture, as probably Husky. Watching videos on the G660 looks amazing. If I get the assembled G660 and bars, what other parts should I get before I start cutting. yes, I know it weighs over 20 pounds. I am 5.5 and weigh about 150, but I am retired from army and used to
heving around heavy equipment. Among other suggestions is 660? There's no way I'm going to get 660 for my only saw. Get something in the 60-70CC range and go back to the 20 inch and a 28 inch bar. You probably never need the 28 inch bar that you download. Unless you're cutting every day or desperating the logs of a milling machine, you deserve a
much more handier saw. An 038 or a 440. Even the excellent 361. All mongo firewood saws for older models. 660 is a wild animal, that's for sure, but it's more than just a necessary firewood. There's no way I'm going to get 660 for my only saw. Get something in the 60-70CC range and go back to the 20 inch and a 28 inch bar. You probably never need the
28 inch bar that you download. Unless you're cutting every day or desperating the logs of a milling machine, you deserve a much more handier saw. An 038 or a 440. Even the excellent 361. All mongo firewood saws for older models. 660 is a wild animal, that's for sure, but it's more than just a necessary firewood. Unfortunately I even used Stihls out of my
price tag and don't have time to repair or rebuild. That's why my Poulan is still in pieces on my workbench. But I agree the 660 may be more than I need at the moment. Ok Unfortunately I even used Stihls out of my price tag and don't have time to repair or rebuild. That's why my Poulan is still in pieces on my workbench. But I agree the 660 may be more than
I need at the moment. I went to see a refurbished Husky 450 at Northern Tools. Yes, the price was correct, especially after mil discount, but it looked very used. So I'm going to be new. Narrowed the choice from one of the next 3 to a 20 bar. 1. Husky 450. 2. Poulan PR5020 (yes, I know Husky makes it) and an Echo CS490/590. My budget is 400 or less, it's
better to have less. Yes Stihl is MS271, but it's more than my limit barely. You're the experts. Talk to me and get out of the 3-4 I just mentioned. This saw is not used daily. Don't rule out the saw. I can recommend the MS361 or 372XP model. Both have great designs. The OEM version used or may be even better. I have a pair of the 361s and one of the 660
kit saws. Also a pair of OEM Huskys and an OEM MS440. I like to use the 361 more than any of them for general purpose work. I stuck a light 20 inch band on it in the new Oregon LPX chain. Very balanced horsepower. Do not exclude the I can recommend the MS361 or 372XP model. Both are big big The OEM version used or may be even better. I have a
pair of the 361s and one of the 660 kit saws. Also a pair of OEM Huskys and an OEM MS440. I like to use the 361 more than any of them for general purpose work. I stuck a light 20 inch band on it in the new Oregon LPX chain. Very balanced horsepower. I work full time and don't have any time to build a set of saws. It is currently on my vaca property but will
be moving there full time within two years. I need a saw that's reliable and can cut down trees and wood as described above. As soon as I retire completely, the saw makes more sense. But thank you for your advice. The G660 will be a purchase in the future. Ok I went to check out the refurbished Husky 450 from Northern Tools. Yes, the price was correct,
especially after mil discount, but it looked very used. So I'm going to be new. Narrowed the choice from one of the next 3 to a 20 bar. 1. Husky 450. 2. Poulan PR5020 (yes, I know Husky makes it) and an Echo CS490/590. My budget is 400 or less, it's better to have less. Yes Stihl is MS271, but it's more than my limit barely. You're the experts. Talk to me
and get out of the 3-4 I just mentioned. This saw is not used daily. Echo 490/590 is the only way to go is also included. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk's husky/poulan saws included in the shells, plastic case homeowner saws. A new $450.300. If you look on eBay you can get a new echo 490 on the way less than that. The 490 is a magnesium crank
case with professional class saw. I saw them delivered for less than $250. The 490/590 is a solid reliable saw that lasts a very long time. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk's husky/poulan saws included in the shells, plastic case homeowner saws. A new $450.300. If you look on eBay you can get a new echo 490 on the way less than that. The 490 is a
magnesium crank case with professional class saw. I saw them delivered for less than $250. The 490/590 is a solid reliable saw that lasts a very long time. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk Thanks for this is what I want to know. I'd like one seeing that I can buy know-outs of the box from a workhorse, and last minimum mods added. Then, later, in two
years, all options are open. Thank you for wanting to know that. I'd like one seeing that I can buy know-outs of the box from a workhorse, and last minimum mods added. Then, later, in two years, all options are open. Now the hard part; decide which saw to buy. I have saws in the range of 490/590; My first thought is to go with the 490 first. Let us know what
you decide not to do. Thank you for your service. Thank you for wanting to know that. I would like one seeing that I can buy know-out of the box workhorse, and last minimal mods added. Then later, in two years, all options are open. Used. years and then gave it to his son, still running. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk Page 7 Of Blue Saws Durable?
There's one for testing. It's been used in a sawmill so far, and it's got four gallons on it. If it takes the 20 signals the topend will come off the check. The mixture is 40:1 kl200. Out of the box was turning 13.8k. The H turned about 1/2 way out and the L was 1 3/4. La's screwed up to compensate for the rich in stakes. I hope it's not so usually delivered that it
didn't last long. This is the second top handle. They used their cylinders, all their parts, they only painted a few. You threw a lot of them away. They're using the same tire, and in the long run, we know it's going to come out. I bet you can ride hard for a year cutting firewood into iron wood. I wonder if the carbs will keep the cylinder masking enough milling, nor
will it likely put anyone at risk. Replace some parts, and there may be more. The good part of the carb is tunable. Only brand that consistently worked for me. The saw seemed to have been well mounted. The clutch cover has very little room to exhaust some chips that weaken the springs overheating. There are a few points that need to be paid attention.
We're going to see some orange, blue, cream-colored saws in our future. Many stocks are built just not on the forum anymore. You're in control there. chainsaw kits and packing lists many kits are built just not in the forum already. You're in control there. No real surprise given that usually the response to the forum is negative. There are plenty of resources
now on how to build a set of saws. And anyone doing them for the first time often comes to post. But on arrival the conversation tastes negative... The irony for me, it's like having an Echo or timberwolf or whatever, made from the same type of Chinese manufacturing, in some way better. Patent law is very easy to understand here, 17 years old and generic
legal. As if someone is not happy if your favorite blue tablet went generic and dropped by 10%. Or that auto parts are competitive. I like my OEM Stihls and do not replace them with a Chinese saw for nothing. But I don't feel guilty about building some of them, like buying an Echo or something else they did in the same place. I think it's great that you love
echo. You share that it is often an independent topic, here for example. I never had an Echo, except for a line cutter I bought 25 years ago. I used an example of the acceptable while the FT is treated as not. Their cylinders were used, all their parts, only a few were painted. You threw a lot of them away. They're using the same tire, and in the long run, we
know it's going to come out. I bet you can ride hard for a year cutting firewood into iron wood. I wonder if the carbs will keep the cylinder covered enough milling, nor is it likely that anyone is in danger. Replace some parts, and there may be more. The good part of the carb is tunable. Only brand that consistently worked for me. The saw seemed to have been
well mounted. The clutch cover has very little room to exhaust some chips that weaken the springs overheating. There are a few points that need to be paid attention. We're going to see some orange, blue, cream-colored saws in our future. Many stocks are built just not on the forum anymore. You're in control there. chainsaw kits and packing lists just clarify
when I say that they used the mill it's just bucking logs length. It's tuned pretty fast and so far keeps it good. I feel like the first failure may be the upper direction, but we'll see. The bar is a 32, so the saw is loaded and worked hard. I have a good source of hyway topend stocks if the farmer has a no. I hope the weather won't be bad the way you did Dav I
haven't decided on the blue saws. Since I don't own one I'm not sure to comment on much weight. It takes about 20 tanks to see how it's going. A small note a guy made set fire to the Internet about the blue saws being made by someone else. Kind of like a Stihl factory after hours when everyone went home, lol. you give me a receipt for the evidence, how
are you? I think many saw builders have moved to FB to share info and parts. I'm a member of one at present and it's a private group with a couple hundred members and it's growing. Theirs is more on this site do you want a receipt for the evidence you have one? I think many saw builders have moved to FB to share info and parts. I'm a member of one at
present and it's a private group with a couple hundred members and it's growing. Theirs more on this site there Don't hesitate to say bad things about FarmerTec components by posting on their Facebook forum. No, I don't. Here we told the posters when to cut and run with a vibrate. I just don't see that happening. Thinking outside the box, they could have
made fake bills and blown up this site to drive posters there? Just like the Russians did. Strange. Be careful. chainsaw kits and packing lists this is not the FB site. It's a private site, so you have to accept it to log in, and in most cases you can spot fake accounts. I've looked at most of the member profile page and all the photos and info I doubt there's any
Chinese there. The atmosphere is very friendly and helpful. It's not on the FB side. It's a private site, so you have to accept it to log in, and in most cases you can spot fake accounts. I've looked at most of the members profile page and the and info I doubt there's any Chinese there. The atmosphere is very friendly and helpful. The profile page was created by
the user. In the 2016 election, Facebook accounts used by Russians were already 10 years old. He uses real addresses in the States. So don't take comfort in that. Their job is to make them look real. But I understand what you're saying. I'm just telling the group that we have a lot to consider. chainsaw kits and packing lists no you dav not yet decided on the
blue saws. Since I don't own one I'm not sure to comment on much weight. It takes about 20 tanks to see how it's going. A small note a guy made set fire to the Internet about the blue saws being made by someone else. Kind of like a Stihl factory after hours when everyone went home, lol. now I have 14 tanks through my blue saw. Installed an h/o oiler in it
and filled each tank with 32 plus red oak. The saw runs better on any tank! At this point, I am very pleased with the performance of this saw. I have 2 stihl oem saws and am building another one. The blue saw so far runs equal to the oem's. I now have 14 tanks in my blue saw. Installed an h/o oiler in it and filled each tank with 32 plus red oak. The saw runs
better on any tank! At this point, I am very pleased with the performance of this saw. I have 2 stihl oem saws and am building another one. The blue saw so far runs equal to the oem's. That's great. Besides running big it needs to hold up. We'll have to wait for the verdict. Mine's holding. Thank you for sharing chainsaw kits and packing lists the profile page
created by the user. In the 2016 election, Facebook accounts used by Russians were already 10 years old. He uses real addresses in the States. So don't take comfort in that. Their job is to make them look real. But I understand what you're saying. I'm just telling the group that we have a lot to consider. chainsaw kits and packing lists it is created by the
user. If another user lets you in and causes trouble or bad intentions, it's easy to kick. Currently, this is an easy way to share information and parts of our small group. I got a ms260 for $50 and got a hyway topend. I returned the favor and helped someone else. As far as Chinese spies are concerned. Anything that's possible, but unlikely. Yes, there is
evidence of Russia on social media like any other platform. But do they really influence people one way or the other to make a difference? Ive never run the propaganda it created by the user. If another user lets you in and causes trouble or bad intentions, it's easy to kick. Currently, this is a how to share information and parts in our small group. I got a ms260
for $50 and got a hyway topend. I returned the favor and helped someone else. As far as Chinese spies are concerned. Anything that's possible, but unlikely. Yes, there is evidence of Russia on social media like any other platform. But do they really influence people one way or the other to make a difference? Ive never run through propaganda No man just
talks about the reliability of profiles. All good chainsaw kits and packing lists it is created by the user. If another user lets you in and causes trouble or bad intentions, it's easy to kick. Currently, this is an easy way to share information and parts of our small group. I got a ms260 for $50 and got a hyway topend. I returned the favor and helped someone else. As
far as Chinese spies are concerned. Anything that's possible, but unlikely. Yes, there is evidence of Russia on social media like any other platform. But do they really influence people one way or the other to make a difference? Ive never run through the propaganda How do you get a ms260 for $50 if you don't mind me asking? Sent to my Moto G (4) using
Tapatalk Page 8 Yes ammo for saw group FB. I needed a topend and someone else gave me a hyway for it. The exhaust's a little out of control today. I pulled it again, and everything's fine. How many tanks do you have on yours? My high idle works well 5 I think. Thomas 380 was better worked. A huge tree lost on this top and bottom end is still attached to
about 1/8 and on top of that it landed across two others and hit third. The trunk of the nearest trees is bent and looks like a kneecap ... Scary... I have been cutting trees underneath so I can cause one to shake you to lose and it was a few pounds lighter. When I clean up the whole thing, it'll be 660. The weather and the wind need to calm him down. I work
slowly. We have to keep an eye on them. 5, I think. Thomas 380 was better worked. A huge tree lost on this top and bottom end is still attached to about 1/8 and on top of that it landed across two others and hit third. The trunk of the nearest trees is bent and looks like a kneecap ... Scary... I have been cutting trees underneath so I can cause one to shake
you to lose and it was a few pounds lighter. When I clean up the whole thing, it'll be 660. The weather and the wind need to calm him down. I work slowly. We have to keep an eye on them. be careful, Bedford. Bad things can happen to trees like this. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk Thank you. I I'm working slowly. I've got a path behind two big trees. I
spent 3 days eye balling it from all angles. The sucker is scary. If we can't count on a small, equal-sized large tree, I can expect cover. I can count on it. Tie him down and wait him out. I'm a scared cat. Lol they scare me too. I'm too old to get beat up. I've got some of these big dead pines from the last couple of storms. I don't like messing around with dead
people because they can break into places you wouldn't expect. Sent to my Moto G (4) using Tapatalk XX mentioned the tuning, I forgot to mention this. I saw a video that somehow got tagged and appears in one of my 070 videos. The one thing I think is that a couple of Asian guys are tuning in to the 070 in an industrial setting, and they're tuning the ear. I
bet the blue ones are tuned in the same way. I'll check mine when I have the time. I was running as they were sent intentionally, I would check it though. Since you gave me the needle position, I'm going to hold those down, too. because they could use the needle as a guide if they match positions it looks like the blue 660 needs a top end. He had 14 to 16
gallons. The lower ring caught the exhaust vent. The lower ring is in abrasion, the top is not. Each bearing feels ok even with the wrist bearing. At 40:1, it was good oil that could have helped the bearings. The bearing looked a little better. The blue saw ran well while it was still there. If the end of the ring gap was checked and chamfering the ports may be the
last. Has anyone had to take a lot of hours on one already? I know the set saws last a good while when they are built and upgraded. Another cheap top end flows the blue saw. We'll see if this makes you summer Hello people, I thought I'd mention that I made a few post over the 660 to build fiber for fuel &amp; oil leaks that could help someone because it
generated my purchase of 2 of the G660 saws. I'm very happy with the investment in saws after some mods/repairs, at this point they're only a month or so old though. I have a question, too. Has anyone else found that the air filter can be installed at 180 degrees upside down? I realized the hard way, everything was fine, but ... ... It's not worth a damn thing.
As you can guess, he swallowed some. Luckily I just ran 2 tanks on it that way before discovering my fault. Now you can put a paint mark on the top of the filter &amp; also made a thin foam seal that is glued to the mounting surface of the saw to guarantee a good seal. I think it's less aggravating to rebuild an old non-runner Husqvarna and then try one of
those saws, it sounds like it hasn't been perfected there quality yet. Hello guys, I thought I'd mention that I made a few post over the 660 build fiber for fuel &amp; oil leaks that can be helped by someone because it's generated by my purchase of 2 of the G660 saws. I'm very happy with the investment in saws after some mod / repair, at this point they're only
a month or so old I have a question, too. There's someone else that the air filter can be installed at 180 degrees upside down? I realized the hard way, everything was fine, but ... ... It's not worth a damn thing. As you can guess, he swallowed some. Luckily I just ran 2 tanks on it that way before discovering my fault. Now you can put a paint mark on the top of
the filter &amp; also made a thin foam seal that is glued to the mounting surface of the saw to guarantee a good seal. Quail is changing. I've never heard of that problem. Sounds like a filter problem. Photos are the best way to sort out a new problem. I had a guy contact me on YouTube about some new issues that related directly to cases that I've only seen
a minor problem with in the past. Cases 660 and 070 are affected. No one mentioned the filter. I'd like to see what you're saying. chainsaw kits and packing lists have a come to use in the milling project I hope it works out just fine. I run this hard milling a few boards out of a 30 red oak that has been drying for 2 years. I have a hunch I'm going to end up getting
a 395xp anyway, but I realized this was worth the try at 1/3rd of the cost. I just started the project instead of the top set after quitting while I was cutting due to a snagged ring. I took the top off last summer and got a new job that kept me busy learning. I found my notes. There was no seal in the cylinder, nothing between the case and the cylinder. And the 4
screws were just hand-tight. I should have looked at the whole thing, but I wanted to see how long it lasted out of the box. I also noted that usually the general meeting was on site anyway. Obviously, there were problems. chainsaw kits and packing lists loose screws, missing seals. Assembly spot on. Cool... In the meantime I'm starting my 394xp mill saw
build. Each OEM and I will have a wrench for each screw, so I'll know it's tight. I need to put in less than $300 each said and done. Cases share all new wear parts. I still don't know why people mess with this garbage. Loose screws, missing seal. Assembly spot on. Cool... In the meantime I'm starting my 394xp mill saw build. Each OEM and I will have a
wrench for each screw, so I'll know it's tight. I need to put in less than $300 each said and done. Cases share all new wear parts. I still don't know why people mess with this garbage. You know the answer. This is a quick easy solution to a complicated problem of milling a 90cc saw. I'm going to go over it and make sure Mr. Chong tightens everything up, and
there's nothing missing. Then I'm going to beat him up and grind a giant red oak. If it explodes on me I will return it to Amazon man and buy a 395xp You know the answer. This is a quick easy solution to a complicated problem of milling a 90cc saw. I'm going to go now. I am going. and make sure Mr. Chong tightened everything up and nothing is missing.
Then I'm going to beat him up and grind a giant red oak. If it explodes on me I'll go back to Amazon and man and buy a 395xp I got in Granberg in October I gave myself a $400 budget to build or buy a saw for it. OEM is the only option for me. He quickly decided the 394 or 395 was the only thing that could pull and oil a 36 stock from a mill. I had a couple of
people utter my budget. I've only been watching him for a few months, and we've been looking for the whole thing. The Chinese are hunting our culture now. Good things happen to people who wait. I got the Granberg in October, I gave myself a $400 budget to build or buy a saw for it. OEM is the only option for me. He quickly decided the 394 or 395 was the
only thing that could pull and oil a 36 stock from a mill. I had a couple of people utter my budget. I've only been watching him for a few months, and we've been looking for the whole thing. The Chinese are hunting our culture now. Good things happen to people who wait. Correct. I'm glad we're able to build a quality setting of $400 and X hours of time ($?). I
hope it brings miles of planks. I don't have the luxury of time or determination searching the web. I want to go to the cabin and bite you. I'm only 6'10 behind my first top, and I'm an addict. Add in the fact that my $700 562XP is a steam lock for POS, not much hit OEM or cheap knockoff. It's all a dice roll. My 20 year old pooolan WILD THANG starts with the
first or third pull all the time. My pro saw him quit me when he was running and it was over 80 degrees. I took it to the dealer I bought it from, and they did. They said they couldn't replicate the problem. Try to run the saw... Why do new saws need to be filled with computers? How much better for 2020 saws than 2005 saws? I don't know much. Maybe better
AV systems. That's it, that's it. The EPA is ruining everything. I was hoping that in this case the old design of the G660 would actually result in a better saw than the 2020 mtronics and autotunes. Realistically, that's unlikely. But Amazon has a big comeback policy. Like I said, I'll try it. If he survives the milling for six hours, I'll consider him a winner. Otherwise, I
need to pony up a 90CC OEM correctly. I'm glad we're able to build a quality setting of $400 and X hours of time ($?). I hope it brings miles of planks. I don't have the luxury of time or determination searching the web. I want to go to the cabin and bite you. I'm only 6'10 behind my first top, and I'm an addict. Add in the fact that my $700 562XP is a steam lock
for POS, not much hit OEM or cheap knockoff. It's all a dice roll. My 20 year old pooolan WILD THANG starts with the first or third pull all the time. My pro saw him quit on me when he was running and more than 80 degrees. I took it to the dealer I bought it from, and they did. They said they couldn't. Can. the problem. Try to run the saw... Why do new saws
need to be filled with computers? How much better for 2020 saws than 2005 saws? I don't know much. Maybe better AV systems. That's it, that's it. The EPA is ruining everything. I was hoping that in this case the old design of the G660 would actually result in a better saw than the 2020 mtronics and autotunes. Realistically, that's unlikely. But Amazon has a
big comeback policy. Like I said, I'll try it. If he survives the milling for six hours, I'll consider him a winner. Otherwise, I should pony up a 90CC OEM you might want to consider milling the 070. It's a big pig that just leaves the mill tied up because it's hard to get anything worth for most users. But OMG is a milling machine. Better oiling, larger chain, and able to
pull longer loops through the tree. I bet there's an air leak in the husky or fuel delivery issue, which can be as simple as a poor ventilation or rigid fuel line in the tank causing the filter to come out of the fuel when it lives on the side milling. If you had the simple testing equipment you could track down the problem or dealer in a better service division with
chainsaw kits and packing lists
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